
 

A Closer Look at Kubota Tractor Corporation’s 

All-New, Next Generation RTV X-Series 

 

RTV X-Series 100-Word Description: 

The Kubota RTV X-Series is the next 

generation lineup of diesel work utility vehicles. 

With enhanced styling and ergonomics, the 

RTV-X900, X1120D, and the X1100C all 

feature superior ride and terrainability, 

delivering a whole new level of operator 

comfort and driving performance. At the core 

are Kubota diesel engines and VHT-X hydraulic 

transmissions, a powertrain combination that 

has garnered a world-wide reputation for 

dependable performance. Since 2004, Kubota RTVs have been the best-selling diesel utility vehicles in North 

America, according to Power Products Marketing’s North American Utility Vehicle Report. For more 

information on the all-new line of Kubota RTV X-Series, visit www.kubota.com. 

 

 

Kubota RTV-X900 – The RTV-X900 is equipped with 

a powerful 21.6 HP diesel engine, standard 4wd and 

standard hydraulic power steering for exceptional 

comfort and control. The two-speed in-line shift allows 

the operator to maintain better control and shift less 

often, with two forward speeds – high and low – as well 

as neutral and reverse. The steel-structured frame 

insulates the operator from outside noise and vibrations, 

and front and rear independent suspension offers a 

smoother, more enjoyable ride even on rough terrain or 

when carrying heavy cargo. With standard 2 in. hitch 

receivers at the front and back, the X1120D has a 1,300 

lb.-towing capacity. The heavy-duty, hydraulic-lift steel cargo dumping box can carry up to a half ton (1,102 

lbs.) and comes with a factory-option, spray-on bed liner to protect the cargo bed from dirt and damage. 
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Kubota RTV-X1120D – From its proven 24.8 HP 

diesel engine and higher ground speed of up to 29 mph 

to its blue-tinted halogen headlights and attention-

grabbing polished alloy wheels, the RTV-X1120D is 

Kubota’s new deluxe model that offers a step up in 

power, comfort and style. The responsive hydrostatic 

power steering offers more personalized comfort with a 

tilt-feature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kubota RTV-X1100C – Completing the lineup is the 

all-weather RTV-X1100C, offering a quiet, factory-

installed, fully-enclosed unibody cab that features a 

powerful heating and air conditioning system. The 

lightweight unit has two large roll-down windows, is 

nearly airtight, low noise and is virtually rattle-free for a 

smoother, quieter ride that raises the bar on comfort, 

convenience and performance. The X1100C is also pre-

wired with an antenna and two speakers for easy and 

efficient installation of an optional radio. Engineered for 

safety, the X1100C cab, as well as all other RTV X-

Series models, meets SAE J2194 and OSHA 1928 ROPS standards. 
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